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Pressures are
converging
Today’s C-suite executives face an
intense, unending barrage of tectonic
market shifts and technological
advances. The combinatorial impact
of the disruptive forces is fueling this
unstoppable wave of evolution.

Disruptors through
the eyes of the C-suite

85%

74%

72%

62%

49%

Say disruptive impact
of new technologies
has increased

Say disruptive impact of
constantly shifting customer
demands has increased

Say disruptive impact
of new market entrants
has increased

Say investors are among
their most disruptive
stakeholders

Say employees are
among their most
disruptive stakeholders

Another destabilizing
force: The supergroup
of Pathfinders

The Pathfinders are a ”supergroup” of employees and
customers that emerged from the research based on their
motivations and perception of self-empowerment when
dealing with the companies they work for and buy from.

Empowered
“I can challenge companies.”

Me
“I value what
benefits me.”

Agitators

Pathfinders

Employees: 15%
Customers: 19%

Employees: 31%
Customers: 31%

Employees: 35%
Customers: 30%

Employees: 18%
Customers: 21%

Indifferent

Disenfranchised

We
“I value what
benefits society.”

Not empowered
“I can’t challenge companies.”

The supergroup
Their composition
defies conventional
wisdom

52%
Female

48%

48%

Male

<40

Not gender specific

A group you cannot
afford to ignore

>2x

Have clear and
different expectations
of leadership

57%

49%

52%

Customer

>40

84%
67%

…as employees more likely
to place a particular emphasis
on working for companies who
have a clear purpose they
can relate to

Employee

Both customer & employee

Not generation specific

…as employees more
likely to be on the fast track
to leadership and possess
critical skills

51%

…as consumers more
likely to be in the top 10%
of household incomes

…as consumers more likely to
place a particular emphasis on
buying from companies who
contribute to society

Whole-brain skills: The great divide
Pathfinders expect leaders who have a strong balance of human-centered and analytics-led skills.
There is a gap between what Pathfinders expect of C-suite leaders and what the C-suite says is important.

Making tough
decisions effectively

Ability to influence,
coach and empower
others
Creative thinking and
experimentation

Having a clear
vision and strategy
for the team

Ability to synthesize
diverse thinking and
viewpoints
Creating an inclusive
team environment

Understanding of new
tech & having the right
tech skills to advise teams

Being vigilant to the
external environment

Results orientation
Critical reasoning

Empathy and
self-awareness

Data analysis and
interpretation

Willingness to embrace
and enact change
Ability to
lead others

Importance of key skills
required of C-Suite leaders by:

Intuition

Pathfinders
C-suite

Enter the solution:
Whole-brain leadership
A minority of C-suite leaders report bringing a whole-brain approach to bear in their companies today, but the
majority intend to adopt this approach within the next three years. Those companies that proactively embrace
whole-brain leadership in their organizations are outperforming other companies that do not.

8%

Use a whole-brain
approach today...

and report stronger
average growth and
profitability

82%

+22%

+34%

average 3-year
revenue growth

average 3-year profit
(EBITDA) growth

Intend to use a whole-brain
approach in the next 3 years

The path forward
More than simply thinking with both brain spheres—the scientific “left”
brain and the creative “right” brain—bringing the two together is required
of C-suite leaders to drive deeper levels of problem solving and value
creation. And the impact for leaders is both personal and collective.

1. Change the mix

9 in 10

companies are
beginning to take steps
to address skills gaps

2. Redefine
leadership
Harnessing the power of
the Pathfinders is essential.
By embracing this influential
group, the C-Suite will gain
allies and re-credentialize
their leadership.

55%
46%

reskilling
C-suite members
bringing in new talent
from outside

Pathfinders are:

2x

2x

more likely to be
motivated to give their
best to their employer

more likely to choose
a more expensive brand
because they prefer
what it stands for

3. Drive change deep and wide
The C-Suite must build these balanced skills and use them
at both the organizational and individual level. This will
enable them to leverage a whole-brain approach to solve
the higher value problems that today’s combinatorial effect
of disruption presents. By leading from the front, they
will ingrain data-led and human-centered skills into the
organization as the new norm, paying dividends short and
long term and enhancing competitiveness.

About the research
Quantitative surveys of 200 C-suite executives; 25 in-depth discussions
with C-suite members, Board of Director members and institutional
investors. Surveys of 11,400 consumers and employees. Qualitative research
sessions with C-suite executives, consumers and employees globally. All
research conducted between November 2018 and April 2019.
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